The Latest New under President Joe Biden
‘We don’t want Biden – We want REVENGE’: Antifa attacks Democrat
headquarters in Portland
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A veritable “welcoming committee” of rioting far-left BLM/Antifa extremists in
Portland and Seattle harassed locals, smashed businesses, and even vandalized the
Democrat Party of Oregon’s headquarters during and after President Joe Biden’s
inauguration Wednesday.

In Portland, the left-wing extremists rioted while chanting “f–k Joe Biden” and
carrying signs that read, “WE DON’T WANT BIDEN — WE WANT REVENGE.”
Despite ignoring months and months and months of ongoing riots in Portland, the
mainstream media predictably reported on these riots — likely because this time their
victims included the elite members of the Democrat Party.

“In Portland, about 200 people clad in black marched to the local Democratic
headquarters, where some of them smashed windows and tipped over garbage
containers, lighting the contents of one on fire,” The New York Times reported.
Of course, the Times and other left-wing outlets still couldn’t resist framing the
extremists as “protesters” and highlighting their grievances over alleged “racial
injustice, economic inequality, federal law enforcement, and corporate power.”
When it came to the right-wing extremists who stormed the U.S. Capitol earlier this
month, their grievances were not given such flattering treatment.

See the attacks on the Democrats’ headquarters below (*Language warning):
See the extremists expressing their opinions about Biden below:

The riots continued throughout the day and eventually culminated in the extremists
smashing-up businesses, trashing the streets, burning flags, and attacking the city’s
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement center once again.

“Federal officers declared a gathering outside the ICE facility in the south waterfront
area of Portland an unlawful assembly late Wednesday night. The Portland Police
Bureau tweeted that its officers had observed people damaging the building and
implored them to “stop damaging the ICE facility,” the local station KATU reported.

“Police said members of the group, which they estimate is made up of about 150
people, threw rocks and eggs at the ICE building in addition to vandalizing it.”
Watch:

Rioting by left-wing extremists — or “protesters,” as the media are habitually wont to
describe them — was also observed in the far-left city of Seattle, Washington, where
extremists trashed businesses, attacked the courthouse, and harassed locals.

Watch:
There was a certain irony to it.
As noted in a tweet by well-known Trump supporter Kambree Kawahine Koa,
Americans were “told for a week Trump supporters were going to incite violence in
all 50 states and DC needed 10 million soldiers.”
Yet “here we are watching liberals flip cars, light ’em on fire, bust windows in Seattle
and Oregon.”
Indeed.
The remark about “watching liberals flip cars” was in reference to something else
that occurred in Portland: Apparently, a car containing a family flipped on its side
while making a turn. Medical authorities try to rush in to assist but were delayed by a
crowd of extremists

